NB. This Discourse is Principally Directed toward the EGA and SOEPDC, however due to the fact that we
continue to seek many more Dear Souls to join the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan, We are being asked to
share with all, so the Truth of Our Purpose here is Open and Transparent for all to consider for themselves, to
be a part it of or not. In Love We Share! - Peter

Beloved Great Divine Director, I am sensing that you have led me today to Your Discourse given to
me on the 19th July 2016 regarding the groups and progress of the EGA. I have re-read this Discourse
again now and KNOW you wish to speak with me, so I await Your Presence to begin. I send you
Love, Grace and Appreciation for All Your Guidance and Direction!

Dear Soul I Am here and wish to speak not only to you, but to everyone Who has the Ears to Hear
and the Heart to Act within the Realms and Dimensional Force Fields Addressed within the many
Layers of Consciousness that I Am About to present to each of you through the Light Languages of
this Discourse.
I therefore call upon the Sun Of Even Pressure Disciple Council, The Sun Group Shoud and the
Whole of the Elemental Grace Alliance to come forth within this Address. I also wish for all who read
or listen to this communiqué to take a deeper evaluation and assessment of their own present situations
and circumstances that may be considered a new potentiality of opportunity for you here. Make no
mistake, Your I Am Presence has led you to this Discourse, what you do with this Guidance shall be
your own responsibility to discern and qualify, then follow or not.
I shall begin by saying to everyone reading this to revisit my previous Discourse within the
Elemental Grace Alliance that Peter refers to in his opening. This is such a vital part of this Discourse
that I would clearly Desire as many as possible to feel into and to re-evaluate the potentialities of
unifying your Soul’s Work with Us, through the Medium of this Divine Plan. I wish to be clear,
VERY CLEAR, and I shall speak more with this Authority later;
The Elemental Grace Alliance has been Designed and Created by the Divine Consciousness of this
Universal Equilibrium and it is vital for the Work to be done that shall GREATLY Assist and Lead to
Divine Peace, Harmony and Grace upon Mother Earth. THIS IS NOT AN OPINION, IT IS
UNIVERSAL AND COSMIC LAW! I Am The Great Divine Director Speaking, EXTENDING
THESE WORDS to each of you, in an attempt to help you see this potential opening for you to
become a part of this Universal/Cosmic Plan.
There is so much going on within the world right now for humanity, that it is near impossible for
you to hold concentration. The intensities of the Light Quotients now flowing into this Solar System
and Mother Earth is pushing every button within the human experience and in so doing, creating so
much confusion as to Direction, Purpose and Focus to hold form. Those reading this may have even
experienced long gaps of Silence away from normal communicative activities. This has been a very wise
choice, for it has allowed space to keep safe your sanity within these unknown times. The majority of
mankind however, right now are so disorientated as their bodies acclimatize and re-program to the new
Levels of Awareness and shall continue to live their lives as best they can. This can also be seen in many
of the New World Servers also or in their immediate families.
The reason for this is that their own Vibrational Frequencies do not yet match those of the Present
Levels of White Fire Light now passing through their entire 4 lower bodies. Everyone is being affected,
it is just those with Higher Awareness who will pass through the changes with least resistance and

discomforts. The other Dear Souls upon Earth are simply feeling the pains and pangs of the changes
not knowing what is really happening and so continue fearing the worst. This is of grave concern to Us,
and this I wish to clarify, so we can re-Group once again and move forward in the tasks ahead. And it
is imperative, now more than ever for those more aware, to hold their positions of Knowing and Stand
Forth once again in Unification with their I Am Presence Supporting them.
Now listen carefully, with the Karmic Board of Director’s Grant to allow the Sun Of Even Pressure
Disciple Council through the Cosmic Law, more than Ordinary Release of Instructions into Our
Combined Force Field, and with your acceptance within and through the Cosmic Laws to take
possession of the atmosphere of Earth while becoming the Authority of what is to act out here,
through you, those of the Elemental Grace Alliance Council and The Sun Of Even Pressure Disciple
Council, thus necessitates My Grant also to offer you Greater Guidance, Clearer Instruction and
Direction to Execute that Cosmic Authority. You have It Dear Ones!!
You see Dear Souls, so much is going on outside of anything you have ever known before. And
because you have not experienced such dynamic changes in such a short period of time, the impact is
creating many variations of discomfort, imbalance, frustration and disorientation. To this effect, many
of you have been attempting, to find some balance and have fallen back into old patterns of beliefs and
programs, and ways of doing things. But this is not working for you and instead of establishing, at the
very least neutral ground for you to find Peace to rest and rejuvenate, it is creating further body
ailments, pain and discomfort. Some are having trouble with their vision, their hearing, their bodily
movements and flexibilities. Tension is the result and in many cases blood flow is being restricted and
in so doing preventing the needed hormones, chemicals, amino acids, nutrients’ and the benevolent
bacterial life forms that combat virus and disease to make their way around the body with Ease and
Grace.
To Heal and bring Balance back to Self, one needs to take as much rest as possible, get plenty of
sleep and be sure that the right nutritional needs are ingested. Worry, ALL worry must be eliminated
from the mental and emotional bodies. You are going through, probably the most important changes
you have or will ever endure as part of the human experience. You need to take care of yourselves.
Plenty of good exercise is also of vital importance at this time.
There is no greater need right now to make a firm and solid connection with your I Am Presence
with the bare minimum of a daily connection to gain clarity and direction in any matter that creates
concern or lack of Peace and Joy! We cannot do this for you, you have to make this effort yourselves.
Remember you have been told this is now a FULL TIME JOB and it cannot be sidestepped without
suffering further consequences or delays to your Divine Plan to Become Christed Beings of the Second
Coming!
Give this some serious thought and feelings Dear Soul’s, you have come a long way and it is only
just beginning now for you to see the results of all your efforts thus far.
Now Peter, You shall remember that within My previous Discourse, I spoke to you about the
United Kingdom leaving the European Union; It has been called Brexit, but as it evolves after Britain, it
will go by many names, as other countries follow suit. In the end it shall be called The Freedom For
Europe.
I said this to you a year ago within the Discourse referred to above :It is from the Rakocsy Mansion that I Employ and Engage My Divine Mission for the Freedom of
Europe. It is no mistake then Peter, that you have been feeling the Pressure of My Presence around you

at this time of the UK leaving the European Union. For this is not by accident and is just the beginning
of some major shifts that are required to now disassemble and dissolve the strangle holds that have held
humanity to ransom within these areas of the world, for far too long! Those in power at the present
time are now stepping up their disapprovals and will do all they can to prevent such a dissolution, as
you are seeing in France and Turkey over the past two weeks. I shall call for your assistance in due
course.

So here I Am calling for your assistance and that of the EGA and Sun of Even Pressure Disciple
Council. Indeed, anyone who wishes to assist Us to bring about a dissolution and neutralization of
some present plans about to be put into action that potentially could sabotage Our Desired result for
Brexit. Those in power behind the scenes of the EU, as I have told you, do not wish the UK to succeed
in their Brexit Plans. The Hierarchy of the EU have tentacles that extend into many countries,
including the United Kingdom’s Governmental Systems and they are Masters of deception and ill
intentions. But what they are not aware of within their secret meetings and agendas, We See and Hear
All and are one step ahead of them All of the Time. But We are limited to what We can do without
the help and participation of Humanity to combat the arrogance of such leaders, through Powerful
Heart Felt Invocations and Decrees.
Change is in the hands of humanity that Hold the Light of Love and Grace. Without these Dear
Souls with the Reflective and Insightful Vibrational Frequencies and Light Quotients, those of the
dark have the upper hand. Thank goodness these Light Workers are now finding their places within
the Divine Plans to Stand Forth within the Light against all such negativity of the darkness.
You Know the Universal Laws that apply here within the Realms of Earth and We have done well
to detail everything in a most concise way throughout the Discourses’ of the Elemental Grace Alliance.
So here We are now calling forth your immediate participations to implement Love In Action to
dissolve these disparaging and critical plans by whatever means deemed necessary for the success of
Brexit, before they are able to be disseminated, and in turn, manifesting dire consequences for the UK
and its withdrawal from the European Union.
Dear Soul’s, you do not need to know the details, just to give Us the Authorization in Accordance
to Cosmic Law to Act on behalf of Humanity for the Freedom of All European People and World
Countries to re-Unite in a far more pragmatic, impartial and rational economic, industrial and world
communicative manner. I will say this however; The Laws of Precipitation are applicable here; use them
wisely Dear Souls.
Let us close until tomorrow for there is much more I wish to share with you before I complete My
Discourse and allow you to Act upon My Directions. I wish to speak of the Christ Councils also, and
their present delays in their formations. Until tomorrow.
………………….

Good Morning One and All, let Us continue where We left off last night! I Know who is reading
this and the inquiring that shall take place about what is being asked of here. So let Me clear this up
immediately before I go any further.
You have heard of the thousands of life streams within the astral planes that have been removed
from the Atmosphere of Earth because of their inability to remove themselves. We have told you
within the EGA Discourses and the strangle holds that they continued to grasp upon the continued
evolution of humanity to the point of creating a stalemate. So in Light of the Earth’s and Humanity’s
Divine Plan to Evolve, those lower vibrational beings trapped within the astral had to be removed.

This is a Cosmic Activity, a Cosmic Law which allowed for the release of these life streams whom
could not leave of their own volition. I the Great Divine Director Am the Authority of this Law and
thus gave St Germain the permission to cause this Release through His Students, Chelas and Disciples.
A Mighty Decree was Initiated for this release, to seize and bind these entities, and remove them
from Earth’s atmosphere, holding them in an Octave of Light until they themselves Served the Light.
This removal was the greatest Service to Humanity that could have been given to Earth at that time.
The Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses and its Proposals have once again set this Cosmic Law and
its Cosmic Activities within the consciousness of those whom would come into alignment to
Understand and Act upon such a Law when the time once again arrived for certain life streams, this
time incarnate upon the Earth, may have to be unfettered for the Greatest Good of All Concerned for a
more effective and efficient flow of the changes needed to expedite the Evolutionary Plan for
Humanity on Earth.
I say to each of you then, this matter regarding the Brexit Program and Divine Plan and for many
other situations and circumstances going on around the world that the Greatest Service these arrogant
lower vibrational Souls could give, is to relinquish their strangleholds through not only illegal
operations and activities under world law but definitely in opposition to Cosmic and Universal Law for
Human Rights, Quality of Life and the Freedom of Spirit! This is highly unlikely right now and so it
needs Our/Your intervention, as it does with many who are totally absorbed with such disturbing acts
against Human Rights around the world. But We will speak of the other facets of this another time.
First let Us deal with Brexit as it lays upon the table needing Your/Our Immediate Love in Action.
The Master Serapis Bey spoke of the Cosmic Law that warrants such dire actions in His Discourse
about the inception of the atomic bomb and its allowance of use by the Karmic Board of Directors
against the aggressors at the time of World War 2. Read that Discourse for the full story if you wish
to understand this part of the Cosmic Law. It will change your perceptions of Cosmic Law in many
ways. That Discourse is all about Harmony through Conflict. (Fukushima Cleanup - Serapis Bey Part
2)
That was however about Harmony Through Conflict, this is about Harmony through the Removal
of Obstacles, which Is My Domain. I Am Called the Remover of Obstacles through Destruction, but
in this case, Destruction will not be necessary if you follow my instructions very carefully! It may also
not require the unfettering of life streams in this case, but the potential does remain at this time as a
last resort. It is the obstacles that need to be removed, which can be made up of many things, human
life streams being only one source. The differences are defined more clearly within the points raised by
Peter within the Elemental Grace Alliance. You will understand the difference when reviewed more
carefully!
The Proposals within the Elemental Grace Alliance were not placed there by accident and the
individualization of them are presented with Pure Intent. What was not defined was how they shall be
implemented, how and when! I make specific references here to points 2 and 3.
2. Removal of the Powerful Life Streams That Control Human Malevolence.
3. Remove Or Dissolve Consciousness That Works With Purposeful Intention To
Inhumanely Mislead, Mis-Inform or Mis-Create and To Gain Power, Control, Manipulation
Over Others Without Conscience.
(You may read about these in the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses Book beginning on
page 336).

We now have less than 10 years to completely eradicate such imbalances and so the time has come
Dear Souls that this Cosmic Law be implemented through the Universal Judicial Activities of the
Karmic Board. Believe Me when I say this is a Blessing for humanity at this time and as this Cosmic
Authority has now been placed in the hands of Earnest, Sincere and Trusted Dear Human Souls
around the world, to Conceive and Authorize in accordance to God’s Divine Will through Cosmic
Law; this can now be set in Full Motion with Firm Determination for the Freedom of ALL Human
Beings. This Action conducted through Cosmic Law assures not only the Freedom of the Initiators but
the Success of the Decrees! And no man anywhere can upset, disturb or prevent it. Not only that, the
Protection of the Initiators are Guaranteed, and no man or beast can interfere with its execution, or
completion, no matter how much destructive content may be sent their way!
I know that you Peter, and many others reading this have or will query this form of Removal of
Obstacles, but you must feel that there is no longer a struggle or battle within your Applications of
your Light through your Mighty I Am Presences. The Truth is here to Serve you. You have Served
Truth Enough now to have it turn and Serve You from here on in! Your struggles and imbalances are
over, for your I Am Presence will do All for you. It Knows All and has at Its finger tips the Power of
Source, most of which you have not yet experienced or even know anything about! All that is needed is
your Application and Projection of your Own White Fire Light with Confidence and All Knowing that
you ARE LOVE and represent that LOVE and LIGHT of Divine Consciousness of Mother – Father
Life!
This Love and Light Dissolves all that is unlike Its Self and all is powerless against It!
So when you prepare and set into Motion an Application of your Decrees for any New Task or
Healing Work, call upon your Mighty I Am Presence once again to do Thy Work, To dissolve
everything before It, removing all obstacles to achieve the results desired. Your Light is clearly visible
now, Self Luminous and an Intelligent Substance that Knows All! With this you cannot fail!
I wish to also bring to your attention this day, the use of the Violet Transmuting Flame and use it
in every decree you make from this time forth. For no matter how you may understand the use of this
Transmuting Violet Flame, it comes blazing on your behalf and I Declare that from this time on, I
shall magnify, amplify, strengthen and intensify all your Decrees 1000 fold. You have earned this
Blessing Dear Souls.
Something extra, to keep at the forefront of your Hearts and Minds, if you are going to enter into
such depths of your New Invocations and Decrees, and this may be a little more difficult than
expected. So make this your Caveat, an admonition from Self to self!
To every Disciple who participates in the Elemental Grace Alliance Activities or the Sun of Even
Pressure Disciple Council, I ask please, do not allow a single thought or feeling created from your own
personal ideas, theories, notions, belief or unqualified perception, to requalify the Release of Any
Mighty I Am Presence Decree Energy! I Am very adamant about this prerequisite!
There is no reason why anyone at these Levels of Vibrational Frequencies or Light Quotients
should enter into a Decree and not feel Its Power, a Joy, an Exhilaration, and a Healing Presence,
unparalleled on the face of this Earth! Do Not allow anyone to tell you otherwise for this will
instantaneously, if you buy into it, diffuse and diminish the Projection of the White Fire Light toward
the Task. You have move beyond such things now, whereby, through the feelings of requalification of
that which HAS BEEN QUALIFIED, so this must cease! Any requalification is only by one’s own
human feeling. Stand Forth in your Knowing and remain above such requalification’s.

Do this and you will receive the Fullness of the Healing Power, the magnificence of the Decree for
any task that is it sent to Create. Every person that Remains steadfast within this Caveat will
Harmonize Their Feelings and it shall be sustained with the Mighty God Power attached to it. It will
go forth and Heal EVERY condition which has ever beset this world.
Hold that Qualified Energy and remain steadfast with your focus in your Heart felt feelings, and it
cannot produce anything less than Perfection for you and your Objectives. Greater Harmony, Greater
Joy, Greater Health and Strength.
This notice, is not a criticism, it is just a reminder for clarity so that you do not fall into the trap of
the requalification of Divine Will.
One last thing on this subject, Discernment and Requalification are two different things.
•
•

Discernment through One’s I Am Presence is Qualification!
Requalification through one’s feelings is less than Perfect!

I Pray you shall understand this!
All who will accept this, may Now live within the Glory of Their "Beloved Mighty I AM Presence,"
whose Garment of Light not only Illumines Their Pathway, but becomes Their Protecting Radiance,
Invincible in Its Activity. A Great andMighty Light shall Release Thy Commanding Presence into and
upon theEarth, so all of mankind may quickly now enter into the Consciousnessof a True Quality of
Life and Freedom of Spirit.
Before I close Brothers and Sisters of the Light, I wish to speak very concisely about why the
formations of the New Christ Councils have not yet manifested in the ways designated within the
Divine Plan of the Elemental Grace Alliance to date.
Distance between was always the main concern for such a Creation, the changes as each of you have
felt along the way since you began with your commitments to join the EGA and Sun of Even Pressure
Disciple Council are also part of the result. But the main delay has been the rapid increase of your
Vibrational Frequencies and Light Quotients and being unable to remain totally Centered under all
confronting chaos and change. It is all about Standing Forth in Your I Am Presence holding the Will
of God as your Divine Mandate! This comes with the continued increase of your Light Quotients and
Vibrational Frequencies. However, I can tell you this with Full Confidence and Joy! The time is very
near when you shall come together for the first time and discover the Truth through First Hand
Experience of all that WE have promised you!
But there is more! As these Councils begin Their Operational and Administrational Duties you will
move into a totally new domain of Dimensional Joy, One that will Unite you with Those Dear Ones
who have been Supporting you from the Higher Planes and Outer Star Systems. The monies you need
shall arrive and you WILL begin your Builds of the New Narayana Joy Akasha Radiation Temples.
These MUST begin soon for they shall be Principle Points for the New Reshel Grids that We have
shared with you to date! But you cannot do all this alone and so once again We invite those coming
into this information to discern for themselves how they would like to join you! There is still some
extremely Deep Work within you to be completed but I can give you My Assurances, I will help you,
each one of you, to remove all further obstacles so that We can stand Face to Face very soon and have
these discussions together. That is the “Good News Awaiting You”! We so look forward to this!

Meanwhile We Must continue the momentum now to Initiate the changes needed for Greater Peace
and Harmony within the world.
In Light of this Discourse I would like to extend an invitation for all of you to come to My
Rakocsy Mansion in Transylvania. Ask your I Am Presence before you sleep to bring you here and I
will Greet you with Open Heart and Open Arms.
It is time to Seal Your Hearts Dear Souls, One and All! The Love of the Entire Ascended Host, the
Great Cosmic Beings, the Gods of the Mountains and the Angelic Host, indeed All Esteemed Members
of the Elemental Grace Alliance Council on All Levels of Existence within the Many Worlds and Star
Systems pour forth to you now; and will continue to do so for your Strength, Encouragement and your
Victory! This is Their time upon Earth soon to Manifest in Their Own Beauty and Graciousness of
Love and Light, You are Their Connections here!
Feel and accept This Fullness! I, The Master Rakocsy Glorify and Anoint you in My Love and
Light! My Strength and Courage are your Sceptre! Stand forth! Stand forth! Stand Forth! My Victory
is Yours! Claim It! Feel It, and then find Its Full Expression in your Life and world!
And So It Is, For the Quality of Life and Freedom of Spirit upon the New Planet Erthe.
Read and Re-Read this Discourse to allow the many layers to permeate your entire Being; Call
Upon Me Anytime! - Bless You!
Attachment for review in conjunction with this Discourse.
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